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earest Readers of WIKA Magz, I would like to take this opportunity to share
with you how WIKA interprets its vision. Vision is an organization’s road
map toward the ideal it wants to achieve in the future. We may not be able
to predict our future, but a visionary organization has the potential to be a
great company in the future. WIKA has to be on that path, creating the future.

TUMIYANA - President Director (CEO)
PT Wijaya Karya (Persero) Tbk.

When precast concrete manufacturing had not crossed the minds of other
contractors, WIKA has constructed 7 plants in just a short time. When other
contractors were still feeling their way into EPC business, WIKA was already
far ahead in the business. When other contractors finally jumped on the EPC
bandwagon, WIKA has skyrocketed with investments in strategic industries.
WIKA realizes that construction is a very competitive industry with high
dependencies on project owners. This has motivated WIKA to transform itself,
from a construction service provider to an integrated EPC and investment
company. WIKA believes that focusing its business on energy and mineral
sector is a strategic way to boost its growth.
WIKA’s belief in the energy and industrial plant sector is not an empty talk.
The Industrial Plant Strategic Business Unit (SBU) was established to manage
the oil and gas sub-sector, industrial, construction, and fabrication facilities,
as well as operation maintenance.

PT Wijaya Karya
@PTWijayaKarya
@ptwijayakarya
Wijaya Karya TV

A quote from Jim Rohn, a distinguished motivator from USA, “Happiness is
not something you postpone for the future; it is something you design for the
present," has indirectly taught us that our vision, our window to the future,
must be mastered, understood, and well-implemented by each and every
element of WIKA. Believing in the industrial plant business line is no longer a
rhetoric for WIKA, but optimism.
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WIKAMAGZ, ANYTIME,
ANY WHERE

10

Now you can read WIKA Magz anytime
any where through QR Code (Quick
Response Code) technology on your
phone. Only by shooting at QR Code
on WIKA Magz’s cover, you can access
information that is richer, deeper and up
to date in the form of text, infographics,
photos and videos.

How to use QR Code:
1

Capture the QR Code using
reader apps in your phone. If not
available, download apps at
http://qrcode.mobi

18 24

2

After the code is captured
correctly, the reader
application will translate the
QR Code into a specific site
address or information

28

3

Content or information will
immediately be displayed on
your mobile
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I N D USTR IAL PL A NT,

YES,

WE
C AN!

With an optimized synergy between
the engineers’ revitalized skills,
experience, and continuous exploration,
WIKA can now go head to head with
foreign contractors with its capacity in
Industrial Plant EPC services.

Photo - James Watt,
Father of the World
Industrial Revolution:
Perfecting the steam
engine and changing
the way of productivity.

“

I would rather face a loaded cannon
than settle an account or make
a bargain.

“

James Watt, Inventor of the Steam Engine
(1736-1819)
James Hargreaves probably never imagined that the wooden
spinning jenny he created in 1764 would eventually change the
world. The Englishman initially designed the machine to increase
the number and the speed of the yarns spun. However, as time
went by, his innovation has been able to inspire many inventors
to create new equipment to improve work productivity.
24 years later, James Watt, a Scottish scholar, attracted public
attention in the UK with the steam engine he created. Even
though he was not the first person to invent the engine (steam
engine was first invented in 1712 by Thomas Newcomen), Watt’s
steam engine was considered more practical.
James Watt, born in 1736 in Greenock, was able to improve
Newcomen steam engine by introducing several enhancements,
including a separate condenser to prevent heat loss from the
working cylinder, a double-acting engine to improve efficiency,
a series of connecting cogs to replace the reciprocating action
of the original engine with a rotary motion, a pressure gauge,
a speed controlling mechanism, and a centrifugal governor.
Watt was named the Father of Industrial Revolution for his
contribution to the development of the almost-perfect engine.
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CHANGING OVER TIME
The story of James Watt more or less inspires
PT Wijaya Karya (Persero) Tbk. (WIKA) in
its 53 years of participation in Indonesia’s
infrastructure development business. Perhaps
many of us did not know that before WIKA
evolved into a successful State-Owned
Enterprise in construction industry with five
subsidiaries like today, it started as an electrical
installation company for residential areas and
offices.
The 1965 political crisis made WIKA leaders at the time realize
that changes were needed, since the Company, which was still
new and was only about to start its operations, was apparently
extremely vulnerable to external disturbances. Back then, WIKA’s
young engineers also had the desire to expand WIKA’s business
beyond its core business as an electrical contractor. It was
Suklan Sumintapura, who worked as WIKA’s Deputy Director,
that first came up with the idea in the 1970s.

Instalatur Listrik

Perdagangan

Infographic - WIKA intangibles
Evolution Table (Source: Kasali, 2010)

Slowly but surely, WIKA entered residential construction and civil
construction businesses. Even though WIKA was considered a
new player in both businesses, the Company was entrusted with
prestigious projects in the 1970s, such as Sumbawa Highway
Project (Projaliwa), Asahan Power Plant, electric network
installation for Sigura-gura Dam and the residential area of
its employees, as well as a number of other projects, such as
Garung Hydropower Plant, Tenggari Hydropower Plant, Klambu
Dam, Plaju Clean Water Treatment, and Ombilin Coal-Fired
Steam Power Plant.
WIKA’s courage and confidence in expanding its business into
civil construction started to produce positive results. However,
on one side, this casted a doubt on whether WIKA would be able
to continue operating if it solely depended on civil construction,
while it was generally known in construction service business
that a company would do a project only after it won a tender. If a
company did not win any tender, it needed to find a new tender.
Did the problem end after winning a tender? No. When the
company got a project, the relationship would end after
the project ended. This would be very risky for company
continuity. Therefore, in the 1980s, WIKA dared itself to take
a leap by expanding into new businesses, such as: concrete
manufacturing, trading, aluminum casting, and property. Job
specialization policies for employees were then implemented to
accommodate the various types of businesses. From then on,
many divisions were formed, such as Civil Construction Division,
Concrete and Metal Products Division, Industrial Construction
Division, Energy Division, Real Estate Division, and Water &
Power Division.

Pergaulan
Internasional

Pembangkit
Listrik
Power plants:
• EPC
• Production / Industry
• Trade

The birth of the new divisions in WIKA at the time ultimately
led to the Company’s business development. In WIKA’s journey,
global financial crisis also strongly impacted the Company.
Once again, the Company persevered. After the crisis ended, a
new spirit for growth reappeared, which was evident from the
Company’s persistent effort in achieving its ambition of being
the leading company in construction and engineering industries
in Southeast Asia, as written in WIKA Star 2010. The Company’s
focus on construction as its core business once again became its
strong foundation.

In an effort to revitalize its core business, a
number of WIKA’s divisions, namely WIKA
Beton, WIKA Industri dan Perdagangan (WIKA
Intrade), and WIKA Realty were transformed into
subsidiaries in 2001. Each subsidiary was given
a Limited Liability Company status, a separate
management, and a specific focus. WIKA was
positioned as the holding company, focusing
on construction business. In short, WIKA and its
subsidiaries were prepared to deal with the next,
more complicated business challenge.
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UNDERSTANDING AND
IMPLEMENTING EPC

Photo Sei Mangke
cooking oil factory

As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
a more complex challenge awaited
WIKA, specifically its EPC (Engineering,
Procurement, & Construction) business.
From early 2000s until now, EPC has
become the trend in construction industry.

EPC is a high-tech business
combining engineering,
analytics, and construction
skills. The construction is clearly
different from building and
residential constructions, since
EPC focuses more on factory
design with high regards to
efficiency and the layout of
production processes.
Slamet Maryono, former Operations
Director II (2008–2013), told WIKA Magz
some time ago that there were a number
of factors that made WIKA enter the EPC
business. First, the fierce competition in
construction sector, WIKA’s core business
for decades. Second, the increasingly
volatile equipment prices and labor costs
following the ever-changing economic
dynamics. Third, the fact that WIKA’s
work as an industrial contractor is not
yet optimal. “This is unfortunate, since
generally the value of an EPC contract is ten
times more than the value of an average
construction project,” he said.
The formation of EPC Division in 2002
was the Company’s answer and response
to seize EPC business opportunities.
Slamet reminisced that the decision
immediately boosted the confidence of
WIKA’s engineers. The engineers believed
if WIKA was only focused on construction,
the Company would not gain profit.
On the other hand, if WIKA chose EPC,
the engineers were optimistic that the
Company would obtain a larger profit
margin. This came with a prerequisite that
WIKA engineers involved in EPC process
must be able to build a longer value
chain, from the hands of suppliers to the
construction process.
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As the number of EPC projects handled
by the Company grew, EPC Division and
Mechanical-Electrical Division (DME)
under Operations II Directorate underwent
organizational restructuring. In 2008, DME
and Construction Civil Division (DSU) II
were merged into Utility Department.
One year later, the Utility Department
transformed into Industrial Plant
Department, followed by the separation of
Construction Civil Division (DSU) II from this
department to merge with EPC Division into
a new department, Energy Department.
There was no significant problem behind
the formation of Energy Department and
Industrial Plant Department. The two
departments received positive responses,
as their existence improve the capacities
and capabilities of WIKA’s strategic
business unit (SBU), specifically in the
mechanical-electrical field, to compete

with other SBUs such as construction (Civil
Construction and Building Construction),
Pre-cast Concrete, Real Estate, and other
industries. Moving forward, WIKA aspires
to achieve its 2030 vision: to be a more
integrated Engineering Procurement
Construction (EPC) and Investment
company.

INDUSTRIAL PLANT, ONE
STEP AHEAD
Under Operations Directorate II that
is currently led by Bambang Pramujo,
Industrial Plant Department offers
construction & EPC services for factories
and material handling services, including
for palm oil mills, biofuel factories, NPK
fertilizer granulation plants, cement
factories, pharmaceutical factories,
and clean water & waste processing
installations.

Photos:
1. Bambang Pramujo,
DOP II WIKA: The new
captain is bringing
new optimism to the
Industrial Plant
2. Rhenald Kasali,
Professor of
Management of FEUI:
Mobilization of WIKA
intangibles becomes a
force of change.

the EPC business, WIKA has already soared
to the sky with investments in strategic
industries,” commented Rhenald about
WIKA’s differentiation.

According to Rhenald Kasali, a professor
at the Faculty of Economics of Universitas
Indonesia, WIKA leaders have always made
sure that the Company does not depend
on the Indonesian government since the
1960s. This is what made WIKA grow to
be a leading company that dares to try
something new. “When other contractors
haven’t even thought about pre-cast
concrete manufacturing, WIKA has already
built 7 factories in a short time. When other
contractors were still figuring out what
EPC business was, WIKA has entered the
business. When other contractors entered

WIKA realized that construction was a
very competitive business that was highly
dependent on the owners of the project.
This realization encouraged WIKA to
transform, from a construction service
company, into an integrated EPC company.
Aiming for business in the energy and
mineral sector, like the Industrial Plant
Department does, is believed to be one of
the strategic ways to boost growth.

The legacy of WIKA’s founding fathers
and former leaders—discipline,
intrapreneurship, knowledge management,
value creation, and continuous expansion—
becomes the tie that binds one WIKA
generation to the next. The benefits of
the legacy can be seen from the majority
of WIKA employees who are aware of the
intangible assets and want to optimize
theirs with new skills and capacities to
innovate. To Rhenald, it was not a surprise
that WIKA is regarded as a very capable
contractor in the mechanical-electrical
industry.

“Those are WIKA’s intangible
assets. It operates like a snake,
which diligently stretches to
become bigger and bigger,
then crosses to the other side,”
concluded Rhenald.
Fekum Ariesbowo W.

“

When other contractors haven’t
even thought about pre-cast
concrete manufacturing, WIKA
has already built 7 factories
in a short time. When other
contractors were still figuring
out what EPC business was,
WIKA has entered the business.
When other contractors entered
the EPC business, WIKA has
already soared to the sky
with investments in strategic
industries.

“

The excellent achievements
of WIKA’s Industrial Plant
Department cannot be
separated from a long history
that forms and builds WIKA.
This is the gist of what Rhenald
Kasali was saying in his book,
Myelin, about WIKA, Indonesia’s
largest construction StateOwned Enterprise. He believes
that WIKA’s superior reputation
and innovative nature are not
only built with promotions, but
also with hard work, quality
improvement, and values.

- Rhenald Kasali, Professor of Management
of FEUI
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ADA PTABLE &
PE RS I ST E N T
L EA RN E RS ,
KEY TO I NDUSTR I AL PL A N T
SUCC E SS

Industrial Plant is part of EPC
(Engineering, Processing, and
Commissioning), which has a very broad
scope. Not all construction companies are
capable to operate in this sector, despite
the fantastic opportunities that it provides.

WIKA, renowned for its construction
service, has proven that it is able to
expand into Industrial Plant to manage the
abundant natural resources.
How did WIKA become a reliable and
trustworthy player in this industry in a
relatively short time? WIKA Magz Editorial
Staff interviewed Operation Director II
Bambang Pramujo in his office some time
ago to find out the answer.
How do you view the development of
WIKA Industrial Plant?
BP:
When we’re talking about Industrial Plant,
we’re also discussing EPC and the huge
market it represents. WIKA, which initially
operates in the construction industry,
decided to commit itself to this business
through the three approach strategies:
people, strategic alliance, and investment.

8 • WIKAMAGZ

We started by equipping the Engineering
team with EPC-related trainings in order
to enrich their skills and knowledge of the
industry’s development and technology.
Then, strategic alliance is formed
through partnership between WIKA and
strategic partners that have already had
EPC knowledge and experience. Lastly,
to deepen WIKA’s involvement in EPC
projects, an investment strategy for
Industrial Plant projects is implemented.
Previously operating in civil construction
only, now the Company has a pretty
extensive portfolio of Industrial Plant
project development along with power
generation and oil & gas sectors. It began
in 2007, when WIKA started with the
preparation and strategy implementation
to enter the uncharted business territory.
Within 12 years, WIKA has gone to be
known for its work in power generation, oil
& gas, and industrial plant sectors.

Photo - Bambang
Pramujo, DOP II WIKA

In the power generation sector,
WIKA has given birth to several
noteworthy structures, such
as the 10,000 MW plant in
Amoerang and Asam-asam,
BOT Bali, Ketapang Steam Power
Plant, Cilacap Steam Power
Plant, and many others. In the
oil & gas sector, which consists
of infrastructural, processing
plant, and refinery stages,
WIKA has managed to enter
the processing plant stage, as
proven by the Matindok Gas
Production Facility project.

“

WIKA, which initially operates
in the construction industry,
decided to commit itself
to this business trough the
three approach strategies:
people, strategic alliance, and
investment.

“

As for the Industrial Plant sector, WIKA
has had various experiences in natural
resources processing plants, such as Sei
Mangkei Cooking Oil Factory, Asembagoes
and Rendeng Sugar Mills, Sriwidjaja
Fertilizer Factory, Tanjung Enim Coal
Preparation Plant, and East Halmahera
Ferronickel Processing Plant.
How big is the industry’s potential for
development in Indonesia?
BP:
One of the main reasons underlying WIKA’s
decision to enter the Industrial Plant
industry is Indonesia’s abundant and
diversified natural resources. Wouldn’t it be
great if we can process and manage these
natural resources ourselves into something
that will improve the lives of Indonesian
people?
So, the potential of industrial plant is huge,
considering the abundance of natural
resources we can process ourselves. We
have the EPC knowledge, so construction

of industrial plants are very much possible,
since the process is more or less the same.

What are WIKA’s targets in the
Industrial Plant sector?

How does the government support
industrial plant development in
Indonesia?

BP:

BP:
The government knows exactly the
potential of this country’s natural resources
and fully supports the local companies to
compete with foreign companies in building
plants for natural resources processing.
One of the ways is by stipulating the
involvement of local companies as partners
in bidding for government projects.
What are the parameters of success for
Industrial Plant?
BP:
Industrial Plant is essentially a process
to turn raw materials into more valuable
products that can be utilized by the society.
So, the parameters of success are based
on the performance of the processing.
If the target is to produce several tons
of brown sugar of certain quality, then it
is considered a success when both the
production volume and quality of sugar
meet the required standards. If a plant is
targeted to produce electricity of a certain
voltage, then it must be able to do so in its
operations.

WIKA must be able to keep
up with the ever-evolving
technology. Learning alone
is not enough; WIKA must
have a storage platform for all
knowledge, technologies, and
techniques they have mastered,
and such platform must be
accessible to all employees who
need it.
With this platform, when they are working
on similar projects, the team does not
have to re-calculate, as they can easily
refer to the data from previous projects
and apply them. The platform must be
well-computerized, so it can be accessed
from anywhere. Obviously, this needs
to be implemented immediately, as we
have already got a good Knowledge
Management system, but not yet accessible
to all employees.
What is the key to WIKA’s success in the
Industrial Plant projects?
BP:
I think it’s the same with other projects. The
key is the people who work on the project.
WIKA is blessed with employees that have
good learner mentality, high curiosity, and
eagerness to try new things. The company
also provides many opportunities for those
who like to explore new knowledge and
equips the right people according to their
fields of work.
Deby Setiyowati and Dea Paradita

Photo - Sei Mangkei
cooking oil factory
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PUSHING THE

INDUSTRIAL PLANT
BUSINESS FORWARD
The industrial plant business line continues to grow and
develop to keep up with the industrial demand, which
constantly moves with the wheel of time.
The way to get ahead is to start now. If you start now, you will
know a lot next year that you don’t know now and that you
would not have known next year if you had waited.
William Feather – Essayist & Journalist

Clear and straightforward, that’s how the
message was conveyed by the Cleveland-based
essayist and journalist, William Feather, in mid1930s.

The answer isn’t really complicated. Simply
put, Japan refused to wallow in despair. They
realized and understood that the way to rise
and get ahead is to start new things at once!

Growing up during the World War era, Feather
learned from his surroundings how optimism
and being adaptable to environmental changes
are essential for survival. Japan’s revival
following the Hiroshima-Nagasaki tragedy was
one of the evidence to support this theory.

Likewise, a parallel can be drawn between
that and WIKA’s journey. What would happen
if the founding fathers of this State-Owned
Enterprise only stood pat, satisfied with just
being an electricity installation business?
WIKA probably wouldn’t have progressed
this much. Fortunately, WIKA founders were
alert, aware, and attuned, as they chose to
transform and adapt with the times for the
company’s survival. This success is reflected
in the industrial plant projects that have been
completed and functioning accordingly to
meet their industrial demands.

Who would have thought that Japan, who was
marginalized after its devastating loss in the
World War, has now become a very influential
country in global economy? What are the
factors that enabled ‘the land of the rising sun’
to rise immediately after a major collapse?
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ASSEMBAGOES SUGAR REFINERY:

GROOMING
TO SECURE A
SOLID FUTURE

The revitalization is
expected to be able to
increase the refinery’s
mill capacity and
improve the quality of
sugar it produces.

Project

Assembagoes Sugar Refinery Project

Location

Assembagoes - Situbondo, East Java

Owner

PT Perkebunan Nusantara XI

Scope of
Work

Construction of 2x70 TPH Boiler, Alternator
and Extractor Condensing Turbine, 2x1500 kVA
Diesel Generator, 6,000 TCD Cane Receiving and
Unloading, Preparation and Mill, Clarification,
Boiling and Curing, Refinery and Purification,
Cooling System and Waste Water Treatment,
and Service and Civil Engineering

Timeline

2017 – 2019

Executor
Share

WIKA Consortium 55%, Barata Indonesia 25%,
Multinas Indonesia 20%

Box - Assembagoes
Sugar Refinery Project

Photo - Assembagoes
Sugar Refinery Project

Assembagoes Sugar Refinery in Situbondo is one of the National
Strategic Projects aimed to improve food security, particularly the
national sugar self-sufficiency. The revitalization project is carried
out by PT WIJAYA KARYA (Persero) Tbk. (WIKA) and is currently
near its completion, having been 99.44% finalized during the
Commissioning phase in May 2019.
The purpose of this revitalization is to increase the milling capacity,
from 3,000 ton cane per day (TCD) to 6,000 TCD, as well as to
improve the quality of the produced sugar to <100 IU ICUMSA
(International Commission for Uniform Methods of Sugar Analysis).
With his WIKA team, Project Manager Widi Wahyudi carries
out the construction in the midst of an operating plant, with
Commissioning process running side by side with the smallholder
sugarcane milling process. “The completion of the Commissioning

12 • WIKAMAGZ

phase in October 2019 will mark the completion of the whole
Assembagoes Revitalization project," explained Widi.
The IDR661.57 billion revitalization project of the refinery, which
occupies a 132,526m2 area, is slated to add to the competitive
edge and sustainability of the sugar industry of PT Perkebunan
Nusantara XI as it grows to become an integrated sugar-cane based
industry that will also improve the welfare of the farmers.
In addition to the improvement of milling capacity and sugar
quality, the revitalized Assembagoes will also be able to develop
Cogeneration and produce a minimum of 10 MW power export,
which will help meet the Situbondo residents’ demand for
electricity.
Dea Paradita

COOKING OIL FACTORY
CONSTRUCTION
ADDS LUSTER TO INDUSTRIAL
PLANT PORTFOLIO

WIKA diversifies its
Industrial Plant portfolio
outside mineral
processing plants
with the successful
construction of a foodgrade cooking oil factory.
PT Industri Nabati Lestari’s cooking oil
factory was built by PT WIJAYA KARYA
(Persero) Tbk. in collaboration with Lipico
Technologies Singapore. The construction
phase of the factory has been completed
and marked by the soft launch of its
cooking oil product, SALVACO.
The cooking oil factory, which has
the capacity of 600,000 metric tons of
CPO/day, was built in compliance with
food-grade standards, which required
continued focus from its design phase to
actual construction. During the project
implementation, the Management always
put safety first, enabling the project to
achieve 3 million safe working hours.

In addition to designing those facilities,
WIKA was also entrusted with designing
the supporting buildings, which include the
main office, front office & canteen, customs
& excise office, laboratories, power
house building, utility building (including
warehouse and workshop), guard house,
hazardous and toxic waste transfer station
& Spent Earth transfer station, as well as
road facilities, street lights, fences, and
landscaping.

Based on the specifications requested by
the owner, which was to build an edible-oilproducing factory that complies with foodgrade standards, WIKA must fulfill a number
of criteria, including CPO storage tank and
its derivative products in Tank Farm that
must be designed so that the fluid materials
are used up in every production cycle to
avoid dead stock.

Project

Sei Mangkei Cooking Oil Factory

Location

Medan, North Sumatra

Moreover, the bottom, shell, and roof
parts of PFAD storage tank use stainless
steel, while olein, stearin, and RBDPO
products use carbon steel materials with
food-grade-certified coating on the inside.
Furthermore, the product pipeline uses
Bucket Strainer filter to avoid oil spillage
in the cleaning process and keep the
production area clean.

Owner

PT Industri Nabati Lestari

Deby Setyowati

Scope of
Work

Design & Engineering Procurement
Construction (EPC)

Timeline

August 2016–February 2019

Box - Sei Mangkei Cooking
Oil Plant Project

Photo - Sei Mangkei Cooking
Oil Factory Project: Largest in
North Sumatra

The factory, which processes Crude Palm
Oil (CPO) into ready-to-eat products, is
located in North Sumatra and equipped
with the following facilities: Outside Battery
Limit (OSBL) consisting of Weight Bridge
& Sampling Lab, Loading & Unloading
Facilities, Tank Farm, Power Supply (Power
House), Air Supply (Compressed Air),
Medium Pressure Steam, Water Treatment
Plant (WTP), Waste Water Treatment
Plant (WWTP), Packaging Plant, and
Fire Water Unit.
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Photo - ICA Factory
- Chemical Grade
Alumina

TAYA N CG A :

THE CONSTRUCTION THAT STRENGTHENS
THE INDUSTRIAL PLANT PORTFOLIO

With the construction of Tayan
Chemical Grade Alumina
(CGA), WIKA stepped up its
industrial plant game and
portfolio.
PT WIJAYA KARYA (Persero) Tbk. [WIKA]
has demonstrated its superior existence
and capacity with the construction of
Tayan Chemical Grade Alumina (CGA) plant
worth USD175.01 million, or 55.91% of the
USD450 million overall contract value.
This is the first alumina plant in Indonesia,
built on a 36,000 ha area in Tayan, Sanggau
Regency, West Kalimantan, with expected
production capacity of 300,000 ton CGA/
year.
The consortium, which consists of WIKA,
Tsukishima Kikai, and PT Nusantara Energi
Abadi (Nesea) was declared the winner in
the bid for Tayan CGA Construction Work
based on the evaluation of qualification,
administration, and technical aspects, as
well as price and proof of qualifications.
The scope of work covers the construction
of the alumina plant and other supporting
14 • WIKAMAGZ

facilities, such as energy supply facilities,
jetty, and administration building.
The construction was scheduled to be
completed in 32 working-calendar months.
Alumina is a substance made from bauxite,
which can then be processed to produce
aluminum or a raw material for ceramics,
toothpaste, and other products. Bauxite,
the required raw material for alumina
production in Tayan CGA, is supplied by PT
Aneka Tambang Tbk. (Antam).
Tayan CGA will increase the value of
Antam’s currently large bauxite reserves.
The plant is projected to produce 300,000
tons of CGA per year, of which 200,000 tons
will be used by SDK to replace the output
from its Yokohama plant and 100,000 tons
will be sold to Indonesian market.
CGA products can be used in various
industries, such as in the production of
highly efficient materials and electronic
materials. Aluminum hydroxide, the
intermediary in alumina, is used in water
purification process
Fekum Ariesbowo

Project Owner

ICA – Antam

Project
Duration

32 working-calendar months,
August 2010–September 2014

Scope of Work

Plant capacity of 300,000 TPY
including Steam Coal Fire
Power Plant with a capacity
of 15.2 MW and facilities for:
Alumina site
• Jetty site
• Energy site
• Water site
• Administration building site
Detailed scope:
• 2,600 nos of piling work
• 47,000m3 of concrete work
• 6,600 tons of structural steel
work
• 239 units of tank erection
work
• 1,479 units of equipment
erection work
• 320,000 dia inch of piping
work
• Electrical and instrument
work

Box - Infographics of a
Chemical Grade Alumina
Plant

STRATEGIC DOWNSTREAM
IN NORTH MALUKU THROUGH

EAST
HALMAHERA
FERRONICKEL
PL ANT

East Halmahera Ferronickel Plant Construction
Project (Proyek Pembangunan Pabrik
Feronikel Halmahera Timur/P3FH) is the first
ferronickel processing plant EPC project done
in a complete package by PT WIJAYA KARYA
(Persero) Tbk. (WIKA), with the scope of work
that includes Engineering, Procurement,
Construction, and Commissioning (EPCC). For
this project, WIKA joins forces with Kawasaki
Heavy Industries (KHI), in which WIKA is the
main constructor with 94% share of work.
Owned by PT Aneka Tambang (Persero) Tbk., this plant is projected
to have the biggest capacity and be able to produce 13,500 tons per
year. The plant is located in Buli, 45 minutes from Buli Malaba airport
in East Halmahera Regency, North Maluku.
The main purpose of the smelter construction is to support the
government’s downstreaming program on nickel industry. By
constructing a processing plant, nickel ore can be processed into
ferronickel products, which in turn increases the added value of
nickel ore.

carrying regular inspection to ensure that the purchased material
and equipment meet the standards stipulated in the contract.
Despite the project being its first ferronickel processing project,
WIKA managed to show a good synergy with KHI and ANTAM. This
cooperation resulted in the completion of four systems, namely
System 1 - Ore Preparation, System 2 - ESF/Electric Smelter Furnish
(the nickel smelting process), System 3 - Refining (the production of
ferronickel shots) , and System 4 - Utility and Non-Process Building
(supporting facilities for the plant).
System 2 in particular is a new technology for WIKA to design. The
team quickly mitigated possible risks that might incur due to lack of
experience by forming a partnership with experienced and proven
technology provider. The project management also equipped
themselves with capable resources, such as seeking the best
possible partner for early design stage and determining the best
equipment, which were mostly imported from various countries.
Currently, the P3FH project has reached 97.6% completion and is
preparing for the commissioning stage.
Deby Setiyowati

Project

East Halmahera Ferronickel
Plant Construction Project
(P3FH)

Location

East Halmahera, North Maluku

Project
Owner

PT Aneka Tambang (Persero)
Tbk. (Antam)

Scope of
Work

Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and
Commissioning (EPCC)

Executor
Share

WIKA Consortium 94% :
Kawasaki Heavy Industries
(KHI) 6%

Box - East Halmahera
Ferronickel Plant
Construction Project

Photo - East Halmahera
Ferronickel Plant
Construction Project

The project also has a multiplier effect in the form of local workforce
recruitment, local revenue increase, and added value increase of
Indonesia’s natural resources (by selling ferronickel, which is slated
to be the steel alternative in the future, as a finished product instead
of as a raw material).
As the project is located in a remote area, the team has to overcome
challenges such as limited heavy equipment resources to support the
construction and workforce, as well as limited water, electricity, and
other essential public facilities to support the project’s operations.
By emphasizing the quality, punctuality, and cost efficiency, the
team takes several innovative measures, such as shortening the
equipment distribution route for procurement efficiency and
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BUILDING PUSRI’ S NPK
FERTILIZER PL ANT,
WIKA DEVELOPS NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL POTENTIALS

Project

Construction Project of PT Pupuk Sriwidjaja Palembang’s NPK Fusion II Plant

Location

Palembang, South Sumatra

Project Owner

PT Pupuk Sriwidjaja Palembang

Scope of Work

Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Commissioning/EPCC: Civil EPC,
Mechanical EPC, and Piping Works

Timeline

2018 - 2019

Share

WIKA 100%
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Box - Infographic of
PT Pupuk Sriwidjaja
Palembang NPK Fusion II
Factory Project

Supporting National Food Security
through the growth of Fertilizer
Industry
PT WIJAYA KARYA (Persero) Tbk.
(WIKA) is currently building PT
Pupuk Sriwidjaja (Pusri) Palembang’s
NPK Fusion II Plant. The plant,
which has the capacity of 2x100,000
MTPY (Metric Tons per Year), is the
continued development of the
presently operating NPK Fusion
I Plant, which has the capacity of
100,000 MTPY.

PT WIJAYA KARYA (Persero) Tbk. (WIKA) is currently building PT
Pupuk Sriwidjaja (Pusri) Palembang’s NPK Fusion II Plant. The plant,
which has the capacity of 2x100,000 MTPY (Metric Tons per Year), is
the continued development of the presently operating NPK Fusion I
Plant, which has the capacity of 100,000 MTPY.
Located on an approximately 4-hectare land within PT Pupuk
Sriwidjaja Palembang Industrial Area, WIKA was assigned to build
the second plant to accommodate larger production capacity in
order to enhance the company’s competitive advantage and to
diversify into compound fertilizer products.
Headed by Tamhid as the Project Manager of NPK Fusion II Plant
Construction, WIKA is responsible for all Engineering, Procurement,
Construction and Commissioning (EPCC) works, including Civil EPC,
Mechanical EPC, Electrical EPC, piping, instrumentation, as well
as capacity and quality of the products. Targeting to complete the
plant construction in December 2019, Tamhid disclosed that the
progress is currently at 97.75% and that his team is now focusing on
testing the factory to achieve the targeted performance.
“This achievement is made possible by the participation and
responsible actions of the individuals working on this project,
who always give their best in a coordinated manner and maintain
WIKA’s quality standards in various site conditions to deliver
comprehensive business performance results,” Tamhid said.
By building Pusri’s NPK Fusion Plant, WIKA participates in the
development of National Strategic Project (PSN), which makes a
positive contribution to the growth of national fertilizer industry,
considering the high demand for NPK fertilizer from both domestic
and international markets.
“The successful upgrade of NPK plant’s production capacity proves
WIKA’s participation in supporting National Food Security Program,
in regards to plantation and horticulture productivity. It also
diversifies WIKA’s Industrial Plant portfolio,” added Tamhid.
Dea Paradita

“

The successful upgrade of NPK
plant’s production capacity proves
WIKA’s participation in supporting
National Food Security Program,
in regards to plantation and
horticulture productivity. It also
diversifies WIKA’s Industrial Plant
portfolio.

“

Photo - PT Pupuk Sriwidjaja
Palembang NPK Fusion II
Factory Project

- Tamhid, Project Manager for NPK Fusion II
Factory Development
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CO UNTR I E S

WITH THE LARGEST
NATURAL GAS RESERVES
IN THE WORLD

To reduce dependence on fossil fuels
and to overcome the deep-rooted
pollution problems, it is necessary
for all countries to optimize the
utilization of other sources of energy,
such as the more environmentallyfriendly natural gas.
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Jabung, Jambi

Blok Mahakam, East Kalimantan

South Sumatra

Sanga-sanga, East Kalimantan

Blok Corridor, South Sumatra

Kangean, East Java

Natuna Sea

Senor-Toili, Central Sulawesi

South Natuna Sea

Berau, Wiriagar and Muturi

Recently, one of the leading strategic management consultants in
the world, McKinsey & Co Global Institute, published their study
result that in the last 15 years, Indonesia has maintained its status
as a country with positive economic development. Ironically, in the
same period, the country has become more and more dependent
on fuel.
With daily average production of less than 800,000 barrels, the
country consumes 1.6 million barrels/day. It means that Indonesia
needs to import more than 800,000 barrels/day, or more than 50%
of the total requirement, to meet the demands of its people.
If we allow this trend to continue without any preventive measures,
Indonesia will experience a deficit in its budget due to the
increasing import and fuel subsidy expenditure. This will lead to an
energy crisis in the country. To cut down Indonesia’s dependencies
on fossil fuels, optimizing other sources of energy, such as the more
environmentally-friendly natural gas, is necessary.
Currently, Indonesia still has a large amount of natural gas
reserves, amounting to 135.55 trillion standard cubic feet (TSCF).
The quantity is distributed in several locations with measures as
follows: 1P (proven reserves) 99.06 TSCF, 2P (probable reserves)
21.26 TSCF, 3P (possible reserves) 18.23 TSCF.
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Infographics - Largest
Gas Field Distribution
in the Country (source:
Liputan6.com, 2017)

As reported by detik.com, Tuesday (5/21/2019), the data presented
by Djoko Siswanto, the Director General of Oil and Gas at the
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, shows several regions
in Indonesia with substantial gas reserves, namely Aceh with
0.89 TSCF proven reserves, North Sumatra with 0.40 TSCF proven
reserves, Central Sumatra with 1.84 TSCF proven reserves, and
South Sumatra with 6.65 TSCF reserves.
Indonesia has to undergo a drastic transformation to avoid
this predicament in the next 10 years. As the price of oil keeps
increasing, the price of natural gas will follow suit. If the price of
domestic gas increased, Indonesia would face a new problem. In
short, it is time for us all to use these sources of energy more wisely
as they should be preserved for our future generations.
In this second edition, WIKA Magz presents compelling information
about the 10 countries with the largest energy reserves in
the world.

IR A N
1 .1 92 ,9 TC F
Iran is the country with the largest
natural gas reserves in the world. As
published by katadata.com, a research
conducted by the Statistic Central Bureau
in 2014 revealed that this country holds
1,192.9 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of natural
gas reserves. Although Iran has been
embargoed by the western countries for
more than two decades, the liquefied
natural gas (LNG) is actively marketed in
Asalouyeh. This small city, only two-hour
flight from the capital city, Teheran, is the
epicenter of oil, gas, and petrochemical
industries in the Middle East.

QATAR
87 1,5 TCF

RUSI A
1.103 ,6 TCF
The second largest natural gas reserves in
the world is located in one of the world’s
superpowers, Russia. The country, led by
President Vladimir Putin, holds 1,103.6
trillion cubic feet (TCF) of natural gas
reserves. This complemented its other
sources of energy, namely 87 billion
barrels of natural oil and 157 million tons
of coal reserves. In today’s current price,
the three energy reserves is worth US$40.7
trillion in total.

Qatar is a country with 871.5 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas reserves, the largest in
Asia. Furthermore, it also has 23.9 billion
barrels of natural oil reserves. Worth
US$16.4 trillion in total, this places Qatar as
the Middle Eastern country with the most
energy reserves. Currently, Qatar is also the
largest exporter of liquefied natural gas and
the fourth largest supplier of dry natural gas.

“

01

Natural gas is a very
flexible source of energy
that can help us bridge the
gap between our current
high-carbon economy and
our zero-carbon future.

“

- Katharine Hayhoe, atmospheric scientist
and director of the Climate Science Center at
Texas Tech University.

02

03
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TUR K ME N ISTAN
6 1 7 TC F

AM ERI KA SERI KAT
617 TCF

Turkmenistan is an ex-Soviet country with the
second largest natural gas reserves in the world,
after Russia. The country, with Ashgabat as its
capital, stores 617 trillion cubic feet of natural gas
reserves. The vast reserves enable the government
to fully support the basic needs of its people.

United States of America ranks fifth as the country with the largest natural
gas reserves in the world. The country, led by Donald Trump, stores 330
trillion cubic feet of natural gas reserves, 35 billion barrels of natural oil
reserves, and 237.29 tons of coal reserves, which in total is worth US$28.5
trillion. Currently, USA is the second largest energy consumer in the world
after China, consuming 25% of the world’s energy consumption.

04

05

07
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A RAB SAU DI
2 9 0, 8 TC F

UNI EM I RAT ARAB
2 15 ,1 TCF

Saudi Arabia is known as the oil-rich country. However,
not many people notice that the country also holds a
large amount of natural gas reserves (290.8 trillion cubic
feet). The utilization of natural gas as source of energy
is indeed minimal as the country focuses more on solar
energy to meet their electricity requirements.

06

When you hear the name United Arab Emirates, what comes into your mind?
Normally, the answer would be one of the following: Dubai, Burj Khalifa,
Burj Al Arab, or Palm Jumeirah—the palm-shaped man-made reclamation
island on the coast of Jumeirah. However, recently, United Arab Emirates has
gained recognition as the country with the largest natural gas reserves in the
world, with a total of 215.1 trillion cubic feet. Nevertheless, the large reserves
are currently being utilized solely for meeting their domestic requirements.

VE NEZUEL A
1 9 6 , 8 TCF

NI GERI A
179,4 TCF

Venezuela has the largest natural gas reserves in
Latin America, amounting to 196.8 trillion cubic
feet. Sadly, the utilization of this environmentallyfriendly energy is still minimal, as the country
chooses fossil fuels to drive its economy. The
country, which lost its charismatic leader Hugo
Chávez in 2013, maintains its position as the
eighth largest natural oil exporter in the world.

08

09

10

Nigeria has the largest natural gas reserves in the
African continent. The country has 179.4 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas reserves, according to
the data released by the Statistical Bureau in
2014. In addition, the country stores 35.2 billion
barrels of natural oil reserves and produces 2.5
million barrels of oil per day.

ALJAZAI R
15 9,1 TCF
This Maghreb country has a long historical
relationship with Indonesia, particularly with
the participation of Algeria in the 1955 AsianAfrican Conference in Bandung and its business
relationship with an Indonesian company, WIKA,
in the East-West Motorway project. The country,
which gained its independence from France in
1962, has 159.1 trillion cubic feet of natural gas
reserves.

Fekum Ariesbowo W.
(Extracted from various resources)
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Malang,

K I PA I L A K E S ,
RE K ! *

Photo - Malang City Hall and Monument:
Legendary Malang Landmark

When you think about Malang,
a bowl of meatballs or an apple
might be the first image that
comes to mind. It’s true, those
two are indeed synonymous
with Malang. However, Malang
is way more than just a city of
meatballs and apples.
We’re talking about Malang Raya or Greater
Malang, the region known as Karesidenan
Malang under the Dutch government era,
which consists of the cities Malang and
Batu, and Malang Regency, and Batu City.
The three areas are situated adjacent to
one another on the map, each brimming
with fascinating tourist attractions.
You certainly won’t run out of options in
this region. What’s on your bucket list?
Enjoying the city? A visit to a lush jungle?
Conquering a mountain? Listening to the
sound of the ocean waves? You can check
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them off your list, as Malang Raya has
them all and more!

MALANG
One of the landmarks in Malang is the
monument area near the Balai Kota (Town
Hall), known as Alun-Alun Bunder. The
area is sheltered by rain trees surrounding
the flower garden and lotus pool, with the
monument located right in the middle. No
wonder visitors enjoy hanging out there,
even when it’s sunny, whether to cool off or
to take endless selfies.

Walk a bit toward the back of the Town Hall
and you’ll find the City Recreation Park
(Taman Rekreasi Kota or Tareko in short)
on Jalan Simpang Majapahit. The park is
a suitable destination for families, with
facilities such as swimming pool, jogging
track, and children’s playground. Another
open space option for relaxation is the
town square, but keep in mind that the area
may be uncomfortably crowded at certain
times due to its location among busy main
roads and shopping centers.

These temples, built between 1222–1292,
were mostly dedicated to the kings of
Singhasari dynasty.

BATU
Renowned for its airy mountains and apple
plantations, Batu offers a number of places
where you can pick apples straight from the
orchard. For this apple-picking activity, set
your sights on Kusuma Agrowisata. You can
also get apple-derived products like apple
chips, apple candy, apple juice, and apple
vinegar as souvenirs.

Photos :

01. Jodipan Colorful Village:
contemporary Malang Magnitude

02. Wonosari Tea Plantation: A charming
stretch of green agro-tourism in northern
Malang

If the city’s cultural diversity intrigues you,
let your feet take you on a stroll around
the Arab Village, or the Chinatown near
Pasar Besar. For those of you architecture
enthusiasts, feast your eyes on the
remaining structures from the Dutch era
that still look glorious until today.
Are you a handcraft hunter? Continue your
journey to Jalan MT Haryono or Dinoyo,
where you can visit Malang’s signature
ceramic center. Here you can observe the
ceramic-making process at the numerous
workshops and, if something catches your
fancy, you can simply purchase and take
it home with you. Worry not, ceramic is
not the only option for souvenir lovers. If
you’re after rattan handcrafts, make sure
you visit Balearjosari area. As for beads, you
can get them from the small and medium
enterprise center at Kelurahan Bunulrejo.

MALANG REGENCY
Are you up for climbing the highest peak in
Java? Go and conquer Semeru Mountain
in Malang Regency! Even though the
mountain is administratively situated in
three regencies (Malang, Lumajang, and
Probolinggo), the popular hiking trail
starts in Tumpang of Malang Regency.
The Tumpang route is considered easier

than Senduro route, which starts in
Lumajang, mainly due to easier access to
transportation and accommodation.
If you’re not yet ready to scale the heights
of Mahameru Peak, you can still enjoy the
natural beauty of Wonosari tea plantation
in Lawang District. Located on the slopes of
Arjuna Mountain, enjoy the fresh air while
you walk along rows of tea shrubs, play
tennis, visit the mini zoo, or engage in other
available activities there with your family.
Sendang Biru Beach and Sempu Island
in Sumbermanjing Wetan District also
offer the spectacular views of natural
beauty. Sempu Island is home to diverse
ecosystems and various wildlife, and the
stunning beauty of its lagoon, Segara
Anakan, will astonish any visitor. It takes a
little work to reach the lagoon, as you have
to trek for about two hours through a dense
forest as well as rough and difficult paths to
get there. Still, it’s all worth it once you’re
able to witness the breathtaking charm of
Segara Anakan with your own eyes.
Besides natural attractions, Malang
Regency is also renowned for its
archeological sites. For history enthusiasts,
make sure you visit the ancient temples of
Singhasari Kingdom, such as Singhasari
Temple, Kidal Temple, and Jago Temple.

Besides Kusuma Agrowisata, other tourist
destinations that are always packed with
visitors during holiday seasons are Jatim
Park I and Jatim Park II. Situated on the
slopes of Mount Panderman, Jatim Park
I offers 36 rides and attractions, which
include a giant swimming pool (with Ken
Dedes, Ken Arok, and Mpu Gandring statues
on the background), Spinning Coaster, and
the infamous Volcano Coaster. The park is
also equipped with educational galleries,
which among others showcase Indonesia’s
endangered species and miniature temples.
Meanwhile, Jatim Park II offers edutainment
facilities that revolve around nature.
Children would be eager to visit Museum
Satwa (Wildlife Museum), which is similar
to Bogor Zoology Museum, but with a more
modern presentation. The same thing also
applies to Batu Secret Zoo, a modern zoo
with wildlife from all parts of the world. In
addition to the various attractions, there
is also a playground that would be a huge
draw to children. Due to its enormous size
and variety of options, even a full day may
not be enough to explore the whole park.
In Batu, there are several museums suitable
to be visited with your kids. Museum
Angkut, for instance, showcases various
transportation means and devices through
the ages in attractive and entertaining
ways. Ancient vehicles, such as stagecoach,
and modern ones, such as Formula 1 racing
car, are among the impressive collection of
this museum.
For those of you who have interest in
human rights issues, you may visit Omah
Munir, the first museum with human rights
theme in Indonesia.
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At Omah Munir, the private collection of the late Munir is
displayed alongside the stories of his human rights activism,
from the time he started as an attorney at Legal Aid Institute
Malang and Surabaya until the later period of his life in
Jakarta.
There’s never a dull moment when you’re traveling to Batu, as
there are so many attractive destinations worth visiting, even
late in the evening. Batu Night Spectacular (BNS), for instance,
boasts a haunted house, a sky-high sky bike, a lantern garden,
a trampoline, and adrenaline rush games such as Drag Race
and Mouse Coaster. BNS is located at an elevation that gives
you the spectacle of Malang’s glittering lights.
The most important thing to remember when visiting Batu
is to choose the right time. The overwhelming number of
visitors in the city during holiday seasons cause traffic jams.
Keep up with the traffic updates in the area through radio or
social media.
*”Kipa ilakes” is the reverse spelling of “Apik sekali” (“So cool!”).
This Malang-style reverse speech is called Boso Walikan. “Rek”,
on the other hand, is short for “Arek”, which is commonly used to
address peers or younger people born/originated from Malang,
Surabaya, or general East Java area.

Photo - Batu Secret Zoo:
A new tourist magnet
featuring unique fauna from
all over the world

Exploring
Beaches
IN SOUTH MAL ANG

Malang Regency has so many beaches, it’s impossible to
enjoy all of them in just one day. Among the most popular is
Balekambang Beach, which is located in Bantur District (around
70 km to the south of Malang) and reminiscent of Tanah Lot,
Bali, with a Hindunese temple built on top of a giant rock
overlooking the ocean. If you happen to visit the spot on a clear
day near sunset time, you can snap a picture of the temple’s
silhouette with golden yellow sky in the background.
In Donomulyo District, beach lovers can visit Ngliyep Beach.
Besides the white sand and the characteristic sound of
southern beaches’ waves, you can also enjoy a panorama of
rock cliffs here.
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Other beaches that make worthy tourist
destinations are Bajul Mati Beach, Goa
Cina Beach, and Tamban Beach, which runs
along the same coast as Sendang Biru Beach. There is also
Sipelot Beach in Tirtoyuda District, which features a waterfall
known as Coban Sipelot.
If you prefer quiet beaches with not too many people around,
try to visit the black-sand Licin Beach in Ampelgading District.
Alternatively, come to the relatively pristine Sidoasri Beach in
Sumbermanjing Wetan District. The lush trees, stony cliffs, and
the lack of human activity noises lend a virginal characteristic
to the beach.

ES MOKA
DURIAN

MAL A N G

BAKSO
PRESIDENT

SMAK St Albertus /
SMA Dempo

Jalan Batanghari

Culinary
Map

TOKO OEN

NASI PECEL
KAWI
Jalan Kawi Atas

Infographics - Malang's
legendary food

Malang is culinary lovers’ paradise. All
kinds of meatball dishes are available
here, from the no-nonsense to elaborate
ones topped with siomay, dumplings,
and others. You can also find roasted
meatballs with such a heavenly taste.
Bottom line, just prepare your stomach
for these authentic-tasting meatballs.
Meanwhile, at Toko Oen, imagine yourself
as a Dutch lady or gentleman by savoring
a plate of ox tongue steak. Don’t forget to
conclude your meal with the homemade
ice cream served by this restaurant,
which was established in 1930.
The Cairo restaurant is a must if you
prefer Arabian food. Mutton dominates
the menu, with mutton satay, mutton
curry, stewed mutton, and marak
(mutton soup with spicy broth) as the
highlights. On Thursdays and Sundays,
you can also enjoy specially prepared
kebuli rice.

Jl. Jenderal
Basuki Rahmat
RUMAH
MAKAN CAIRO
Jl. Kapten Piere
Tendean

Photo - Malang tempe
chips: Giving birth to
many MSMEs

What if you’re not in a carnivorous mood?
Just go to Pecel Kawi on Jalan Kawi Atas
to have a taste of its legendary pecel rice.
The dish consists of vegetables drenched
in crunchy peanut sauce dressing and
complemented with crispy peanut
fritters.
When it’s hot outside, it’s the perfect
time to hunt for durian and mocha
shaved ice dessert behind SMAK St
Albertus or SMA Dempo. You can
also visit Bromo Pojok stall on Jalan
Pattimura to have a go at their Es
Campur Artistik.

There are many
options available
to bring home to
your loved ones. Malang’s keripik tempe
center is a unique place where you can
find tempe chips with cheese, BBQ,
pizza, corn, and other flavors. Besides
tempe chips, other popular choices
include Keripik Ceker, Bakpao Telo, Pia
Mangkok, and Malang Strudel.
Rafiqa Qurrata A’yun dan Fekum
Ariesbowo W.
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HUMANITARIAN
ACTION TO REVIVE

01

Maluku Manise,
NOT FOR PRESTIGE

The earthquake that hit Maluku did not cause the
people there to cry in despair. Instead, it drove people
from all walks of life to work together, help each other,
and rise from the ruins to have a normal life.

And, when you want
something, all the universe
conspires in helping you to
achieve it.
Paulo Coelho – Brazilian essayist, writer of
The Alchemist
The story of Maluku is one about a cluster of
beautiful islands, rich in fragrant spices that
fascinate the world, enchanting seas, and
harmonious melodies that soothe the ears.
If Maluku were a stage play, it would present
a wholesome and aesthetically pleasing
show that compels the audience to always
come back for more. However, this time
WIKA’s visit to the region was not for the
tourism potential that made it so famous,
but for carrying out a humanitarian act.
On 26 September 2019, a 6.5-magnitude
earthquake shook Maluku.
The earthquake didn’t only hit once. As of
30 October 2019, over a month after the
first quake, the Meteorology, Climatology,
and Geophysics Agency (BMKG) recorded
that there have been 1,929 aftershocks.
Thousands of residential homes and public
facilities in Ambon, Central Maluku, and
Western Seram were damaged, resulting in
the evacuation of 103,000 people.
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ANSWERING THE HEART’S
CALLING
The news was immediately heard in the
Capital. Within the first 24 hours, the CSR
team, under WIKA’s Corporate Secretary
Division, launched into action. The team
consisted of Corporate Secretary Mahendra
Vijaya as advisor, Corporate Relations
Manager Achmad Harris as team leader, and
Yuliana Triwijayanti as field supervisor.
A bit of luck was on their side, as shortly
before the quake, a team from WIKA’s
Industrial Plant Division had just moved to
a house with a building that used to be a
restaurant attached to it. The two buildings
are located in Wayame village, Ambon, and
were planned to be used as an office for
the team that handled the LPG Pressurized
Tank (2x1,000 MT capacity) Construction
Project. Under the leadership of Project
Manager Piasco Mahendra Putra, the
team immediately joined the preliminary
coordination meeting.
In response to the Company’s movement,
the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises
immediately appointed WIKA as the
emergency response coordinator in Maluku.
This means that WIKA was entrusted with
the coordination of all SOEs (State-Owned
Enterprises) involved in the distribution of
aid to the area.

The advance team was immediately
deployed with three primary tasks. First,
they had to determine a suitable location
for the SOE emergency response command
center, which must be nearby to the
affected areas and accessible to vehicles
carrying logistical aids. Next, they had to
map the affected areas with lists of most
urgent aids needed by the respective areas.
Before taking off, the advance team
received a concerning news that led to a
moment of reflection while they were on
the plane. Aziz, a team member who liaised
with fellow volunteers, heard that the
affected areas were spread around several
islands, rather than being concentrated in
one spot. Pictures of residential ruins were
also heavily circulated among WhatsApp
groups and social media.
The team members’ knowledge about
the intensity of the ongoing quake
around Ambon and the sea-facing islands
raised concern among them. No one can
guarantee that the quake would not lead to
a tsunami.
Yet, this concern did not stop the team’s
commitment to the huge responsibility,
namely preparing the most basic stuff that
will determine the success of the disaster
management process by the SOEs.

Photos:
1. WIKA Emergency
Response Team in
Maluku: Called on behalf
of humanity
2. Distribution of aid in
the corners of Maluku:
Trying to reach the most
difficult points

The existence of SOE Emergency
Response command center was warmly
acknowledged by the Local Government.
During WIKA CSR team’s visit to Maluku
Province Government office, Regional
Secretary Kasrul Selang expressed his
appreciation and readiness to help with
the aid distribution through Maluku Local
Disaster Management Agency (BPBD).

URGENT AND IMMEDIATE
ACTIONS NECESSARY

02

The synergy between all parties obviously
brought better results. The aid from various
SOEs continued to be delivered to the
Command Center through various means.
As of 21 October 2019, 48 SOEs have been
involved in the disaster management with
the total value of aid reaching Rp2.4 billion.
The aid being distributed mostly consisted
of basic living needs and tents, which were
the urgent needs during the initial period of
earthquake disaster.
Practical and fast ways to distribute the aid
became the priority. Instead of only relying
on the command center coordinated by
WIKA, the SOEs can also utilize various
distribution channels, such as through
Maluku BPBD or direct delivery to various
spots. WIKA Corporate Relations Manager,
Achmad Harris, explained that in such
situation, the most important thing is to
ensure that the people can be immediately
helped.

Paulo Coelho once said, “And, when you
want something, all the universe conspires
in helping you to achieve it.”
Indeed, once the team arrived in Ambon,
things gradually fall into place. The location
of WIKA project office in Wayame fulfilled all
the requirements, from its close distance
and accessibility to it being situated on the
main road. The ex-restaurant building was
then designated as the command center for
the SOEs’ Maluku Earthquake Emergency
Response.
The CSR team was assisted by the
local communities, which consisted
of volunteers from the Ministry of
Communication and Information
Technology and Ambon Bergerak. The two

communities worked in sync, and without
having to be coordinated, the volunteers
built datadambamaluku.com to show the
most recent situation of the affected areas.
The data displayed in the website include
the lists of hot spots, victims, aids that have
been distributed, and urgent needs.

Collecting data from an
extensive amount of spots
spread between islands wasn’t
an easy job. The volunteers
ended up having to split up to
reach the spots, collect data,
take documentation, and send
the reports.

“Afterward, the SOEs just need to report
to us the type and value of their aid, along
with the distribution spots, so that we can
keep a record to ensure equal distribution
and prevent overlapping,” Harris explained.
The stories of WIKA CSR team, SOEs,
volunteers, and the Government were
ones of tireless efforts. The most inspiring
one was the attempt to send the aid to
Western Seram and Central Maluku, which
are located in a different island from the
Command Center in Ambon.
While the volunteers went back and forth
to deliver the aid to the neighboring island,
the journey to Haruku was WIKA CSR team’s
first visit to a location on a different island.
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The aftershocks can still be felt that day,
but on behalf of the SOE Emergency
Response Command Center, the CSR WIKA
team must cross the ocean on a small
speed boat with the volunteers, along with
a large speed boat carrying tarp tents,
staple needs, and medicines. While the
journey only took 30 minutes, it felt longer
due to the drizzle and ocean current at the
time, as the passengers kept praying to
arrive soon at the small port in Haruku.
This island was the home of Johannes
"Nani" Latuharhary, a National Hero who
fought for the independence of Republic
of Indonesia, and the first Governor of
Maluku. His statue stood at the port area,
next to an old church where children were
playing, unable to go to school because the
buildings have been damaged.

Rows of teenagers and a few
adults were already waiting at
the port’s entrance with a pickup car. They hurried to load the
aid to the car, which would then
be transported to Sameth, a
village situated higher up.
“We’re going to bring them to the site and
distribute them immediately because
they’re urgently needed,” said one of the
youths in the area.

02

Photos:

01. The main needs
of the community:
assistance in the form
of food and tents

02. Involving many
officers and volunteers:
One in rhythm to
quickly provide
assistance
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Having delivered the aid, the team took the
time to explore and observe the area more
closely, as they noticed some of the houses
on the beach had collapsed and flattened
to the ground.
“It’s one thing to fight against an enemy
that we know, but an earthquake is another,
as we don’t know where it’s coming from,”
one of the villagers jested.

RECOVERING FROM
“EARTHQUAKE HANGOVER”
Such concern was also common among
Maluku people. They could do nothing
except praying that there would be no more
aftershocks.
“It’s an earthquake hangover,” as put by
another villager met by the team at the

01

evacuation spot in Liang village, Ambon.
This anxiety has grown for a long time and
traumatized the people, especially children.
Having understood this situation, the SOE
Command Center assigned counselors for
trauma healing activities.
By the end of October 2019, this program
has reached over 3,000 children in 17 spots.
They were invited to paint, sing, and watch
movies together.

“These children are not alone.
We will do anything to lift their
spirit in these trying times,”
said Achmad Harris.
The 2x1,000 MT Capacity LPG Pressurized
Tank Construction Project team was
integral to the story about WIKA’s action

This project team, formed to carry a huge
responsibility to construct pressurized tank
in Ambon, momentarily became volunteers
who carried sacks of rice, water packages,
and tarps. They carried out this temporary
work sincerely, motivated by the calling to
help others.

REBUILDING MALUKU TO
REGAIN ITS BEAUTY
By early November, over a
month after the first earthquake,
Maluku has slowly recovered. At
least, there were less aftershocks
and the concern for tsunami
has started to decline, as the
people who had evacuated to
the mountain started to return
home.

The Government has made a commitment
to help the people who lost their home and
have to stay in shelters through the Ministry
of Public Works and Public Housing’s
assistance. They will also ensure that the
new houses and public facilities that are
going to be built are quake-resistant, as
they did in Lombok, Palu, and Donggala.
Meanwhile, Deputy of Business
Infrastructure of the Ministry of StateOwned Enterprises, Hambra Samal,
affirmed SOEs’ commitment to its active
involvement in earthquake disaster
management in Ambon.
“SOE is there for Maluku people in
overcoming these trying times. This is our
social responsibility to the community,
which has been an important part of SOEs’
growth,” said Hambra.
Hambra’s words also reflect how much
WIKA cares. Having completed a series
of infrastructural projects, its role in
coordinating Maluku disaster management
efforts has become a story that will be
retold in every encounter between WIKA
and the lovely island province.

Not for Prestige,
This Action is for Maluku Manise
Anditya Angwarmase & CSR WIKA Team

“

SOE is there for Maluku
people in overcoming
these trying times. This is
our social responsibility to
the community, which has
been an important part of
SOEs’ growth.

“

in Ambon emergency response. Ever since
the Command Center was established, the
team played a huge role by documenting
every aid to and from the Command Center.
Their skill as “field people” also brought
tremendous benefits in the form of neat
and complete data collecting as well as
enabling distribution of aid in a procedural
manner.

- Hambra Samal, Deputy of Business
Infrastructure of the Ministry of State-Owned
Enterprises

Photo - Community
and aid donations: All
are equal in God's eyes,
it is our duty to care
and help.
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INDONESIA-AFRICA INFRASTRUCTURE DIALOGUE 2019

Denpasar, August 20, 2019 - Located in Bali Nusa Dua
Convention Center Ballroom, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Republic of Indonesia, Retno L.P. Marsudi opened the
implementation of the Indonesia-Africa Infrastructure Dialogue
(IAID), Tuesday (20/8)
Present at the high-level conference to discuss cooperation in
infrastructure development in the southern hemisphere, among
others, were senior officials from 53 African countries, SOEs, and
infrastructure service stakeholders.
Minister Retno in his remarks said that in 2019 IAID, besides being
filled by a series of bilateral meetings would also be followed up
with the signing of business and bilateral agreements between the
two countries.
"The cooperation will be realized to aim infrastructure projects and
discussion on trade cooperation" said Minister Retno.
After a while, the IAID series on the first day was followed by a panel
discussion that discussed industrial and economic diplomacy.
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Seated at one dialogue taMinister of Foreign Affairs Retno L.P.
Marsudi, President Director of WIKA Tumiyana, President Director
of PT Inka Budi Noviantoro, President Director of PT PAL Budiman
Saleh, Ugandan Prime Minister II Kirunda Muwabe, Kenya Senior
Officer Raila Odinga, and Senegalese Minister of Planning
Cheikh Kante.
In his brief presentation, the President Director of the Company,
Tumiyana welcomed the implementation of IAID 2019.
WIKA explained that the President Director believes that the
potential for infrastructure development does not only come from
within the country, but also from overseas construction projects,
in this case Africa.
"For us, foreign markets are a potential that must be implemented.
The inclusion of WIKA in the African infrastructure market is in
accordance with WIKA's business strategy which targets developing
countries that are aggressively carrying out infrastructure
development, "said Tumiyana.

“

For us, foreign markets are
a potential that must be
implemented. WIKA's entry
into the African infrastructure
market is in accordance with
WIKA's business strategy
which targets developing
countries which are intensively
conducting infrastructure
development.

“

- Tumiyana , WIKA's President Director

For financing, WIKA in this case collaborates with the Indonesia
Eximbank Indonesian Export Financing Agency (LPEI). The financial
support is the most appropriate form of cooperation in entering the
African market.

In collaboration with the Indonesia Eximbank Indonesian Export
Financing Agency (LPEI), the Company recorded a business
agreement of US $ 356 million. The signing of the collaboration was
witnessed by the President of Indonesia, Joko Widodo.

The challenge then is how the synergy that has been established
well with Indonesia Eximbank so far can continue keep increasing
with the greater ability of Indonesia Eximbank to leverage the
capacity of infrastructure financing, the trend is increasing.

The Buyer’s Credit facility, among others, will be used for the
construction of a bulk liquid terminal port in Zanzibar-Tanzania of
US $ 40 million.

“If that can be done, it will further increase opportunities to
open wider markets for WIKA and other Indonesian companies
in the expansion of many countries, especially in Africa,”
concluded Tumiyana.

Then for the construction of an integrated business area (mixed
used complex-Goree Tower) in Senegal of US $ 250 million and for
the construction of social housing in Ivory Coast, amounting to US
$ 66 million.

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
In the implementation of IAID 2019, WIKA is quite aggressive in
utilizing infrastructure development opportunities in developing
countries in Africa as a momentum to be further implemented.
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THROUGH DAMS AND IRRIGATION, WIKA INTRODUCES
EXCELLENCE IN WORK OF CHILDREN OF THE NATION
TO THE WORLD
Denpasar, September 2, 2019 - WIKA exhibited its work in the
field of irrigation in Indonesia in an exhibition at the "3rd World
Irrigation Forum and 70th International Executive Council Meeting"
event held at the Bali Nusa Dua Convention Center (BNDCC). This
exhibition will continue until Wednesday (4/9).
The "3rd World Irrigation Forum and 70th International Executive
Council Meeting" event was opened by PUPR Minister Basuki
Hadimuljono, Deputy Governor of Bali Tjokorda Oka Artha Ardana
Sukawati, President of ICID Er. Felix B. Reinders and President
of the World Water Council Dr. Loic Fauchon on Monday (2/9),
and was attended by hundreds of business people in the field of
irrigation from around the world. Also present were WIKA's Director
of Operations I Agung Budi Waskita, General Manager of Civil II
General Ahmad Fauzi and WIKA's management.
In his opening remarks, Minister Basuki said that along with
population growth, food needs will increase and water resistance
will be required to increase food production in Indonesia.
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"With irrigation, the planting process can be done several times. We
increase the intensity of planting to increase production. Therefore,
dams are also important to support this, "said Basuki.
In addition to an exhibition of irrigation industry players, this event
was also filled with panel discussions that discussed business,
technology, development and challenges in irrigation activities in
relation to food security and community welfare. The program was
also enriched with presentations on research results from various
countries on related matters.
On this world-wide opportunity, WIKA introduced a portfolio of
companies that have been trusted to work on 37 Dam Projects
throughout Indonesia and a number of Irrigation projects including
Jatigede Dam, Logung Dam, Karian Dam, Bendo Reservoir, Slinga
Irrigation, Bahuga Irrigation and others.

WIKA also opened the opportunity to work in synergy with PT
Angkasa Pura II (Persero) (AP II) so that eventually Indonesian SOEs
would not only be involved in terms of development, but would
also enter into airport operations in Madagascar. These steps are
taken with the aim of advancing transportation in Madagascar.
Tumiyana continued that the cooperation scheme that would later
be built with the Government of Madagascar could be in the form of
a counter trade. With this scheme, infrastructure development will
be paid for with Madagascar products with the same sale value.

MISSION TO EXPAND WIKA'S BUSINESS
PORTFOLIO IN AFRICA

SOE MINISTER RINI SOEMARNO
ENCOURAGES WIKA'S BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA
Madagaskar, September 17, 2019 - BUMN Minister Rini M.
Soemarno with the President Director of PT WIJAYA KARYA (Persero)
Tbk. (WIKA) Tumiyana, Director of Operations III Destiawan
Soewardjono and BUMN leaders met with Madagascar's President
Andry Rajoelani in Antananarivo, Madagascar, Tuesday (17/9). This
meeting was included in a series of SOE Minister's working visits
in accordance with the direction of Indonesian President Joko
Widodo to assist infrastructure development in countries in the
African continent.
Madagascar, explained Rini, is Indonesia's closest relative not only
in geographical proximity but also in blood ties. Therefore, he
encouraged SOEs to help the island nation located in the Indian
Ocean, off the east coast of Africa.
Minister Rini stated Indonesia's readiness in terms of expertise
and experience needed to develop Madagascar. The hope, this
visit can produce concrete results and provide benefits for the
future together in the spirit of brotherhood and solidarity between
developing countries.
WIKA in particular was encouraged to take an important role in the
cooperation between the two countries with their involvement in
revitalizing Madagascar's infrastructure. WIKA's Managing Director
Tumiyana said that the opportunity to work on projects in the
country was huge and WIKA would study the existing potential as
well as all its business risks.
"We are targeting to participate in the construction of railroads,
port infrastructure and airports. We have more than enough
experience after successfully building LRT, MRT, port infrastructure
and the largest airports in Indonesia and we want to offer the same
service to the government of Madagascar, "said Tumiyana.

After Madagascar, Minister Rini and his entourage visited Zanzibar
to meet Zanzibar President Ali Muhammad Shein, Wednesday
(9/18). The main topic of discussion at the meeting was following
up on an agreement valued at USD 190 million for the construction
of the Bulk Liquids Terminal facilities and container port terminals
that had been reached in the Indonesia Africa Infrastructure
Dialogue (IAID) 2019 in Bali. The construction of the Bulk Liquids
Terminal itself is targeted to begin at the end of 2019.
In addition to Madagascar and Zanzibar, WIKA also has the
opportunity to develop business in Mauritius and Tanzania.
Mauritius as an archipelago with a distance of about 900km from
Madagascar has great potential in infrastructure development.
While in Tanzania, the collaboration of WIKA and AP II will also
continue to develop the airport, and for the development of the
railway line, the Company will work with INKA and LEN. Later
the cooperation will also use a counter trade scheme where the
construction costs will be paid with mineral resources in Tanzania
that are needed by Indonesia.
"Project development in Africa will also involve Indonesia Exim
Bank to guarantee its financing. Thus, WIKA can continue to focus
on working on the project because the risks from the financial side
can be minimized, "explained Tumiyana
For Tumiyana, WIKA's portfolio will increase with the Company's
entry into the infrastructure market in Zanzibar, Madagascar and
Mauritius especially because Africa has long been an overseas
strategic market for WIKA. In addition to the three countries
in East Africa, WIKA will also focus on developing operating
countries in West Africa and North Africa. At present, WIKA is
working on a project in the form of 5345 lodgements in Algeria
and the Presidential Palace of Niger. The construction of the mix
used building in Senegal and the housing complex on the ivory
coast have entered the design process and are soon entering the
construction phase.
"This will further reinforce WIKA's position as a world class
company and ambassador for Indonesia's development on the
world stage," concluded Tumiyana.
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Book:

REMEMBERING
PIERRE ANDRIS TENDEAN

Told in a flowing and
accessible manner, the
book records the struggles
of a revolution hero,
Pierre Tendean, and is
worth reading.
His name is mentioned daily, with
reference to the street, building, or military
symbol. His life story, both fact-based and
fictionalized, can also be easily found in
online blogs.
In truth, the figure behind this popular
name and his account are rarely detailed
in official biographies or historical
literatures of this country. When Pierre
Andries Tendean died during the 30
September 1965 movement, he was only
a first lieutenant; an officer of a lower rank
compared to his six compatriots who were
also killed at the time. Pierre died while he
was serving as an aide for the Minister of
Defense and Security/Chief of Staff of the
Army, General Abdul Haris Nasution.

Movie:

AMBU,

THE UPS AND
DOWNS OF A BADUY
MOTHER-DAUGHTER
RELATIONSHIP
Genre

Drama

Producer

Farid Demawan, Titien Wattimena

Director

Farid Dermawan

Writer

Titien Wattimena

Screenwriter

Gina S. Noer

Production House

Skytree Pictures

Cast

Widyawati, Laudya Cynthia Bella, Baim
Wong, Enditha, Lutesha, Andri Mashadi
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After 54 years, the book that will reveal
who Pierre really was and discuss “The
Handsome Man from the Panoramic Land”
in more details is finally here. The tale of
the French-Minahasan’s career, family, love,
and patriotism make up a very interesting
subject to follow.
Pierre was a patriot who refused to live a
comfortable, peaceful, and easy life. He
chose the way of the sword, which was a
difficult path to walk through the various
episodes of his life before the very end.
Pierre’s biography is a must-read historical
literature for every generation of this
country.
Fekum Ariesbowo

Title

The Patriot: The Story of A
Revolution Hero – The Official
Biography of Pierre Tendean

Author

Rooswidiati Tendean

Publisher

KOMPAS

Weight

500 gram

Genre

Indonesian History

Music:

DNA :

THE REBIRTH OF
BACKSTREET BOYS

Following a two-decade
hiatus, Backstreet Boys
topped the Billboard song
chart in the first quarter
of 2019 with their newest
album, DNA.
Backstreet Boys, the American boy band
which consists of Howie Dorough, A. J.
McLean, Nick Carter, Kevin Richardson,
and Brian Littrell, has launched DNA, their
10th album, marking their return to the
international music stage.

Their last album that topped the music
chart was Black & Blue back in 2000, with
the hit single Shape of My Heart. According
to CNA Lifestyle, 234,000 copies of DNA
have been sold in the United States in just a
week since its release on 25 January.
The album is made up of 12 tracks and
showcases the boys’ most current work
since their last album release in 2013. The
album’s hit single, Don't Go Breaking My
Heart, was released in May last year.
To promote their new album, Backstreet
Boys will go on a world tour, starting May
this year in Lisbon, Portugal. The tour is
scheduled to reach North America in July
and ends in September in New Jersey.
Formed in 1993, Backstreet Boys has sold
over 100 million copies of album worldwide,
making them the best-selling boy band of
all time. In October 2017, Backstreet Boys
held a concert in Singapore, which was
attended by 20,000 fans.

Album

DNA

Artis

Backstreet Boys

Label

K-Bahn, RCA

Producer

Stuart Richton

Listed

12 songs

Fekum Ariesbowo

Ambu is an epic story of a mother-anddaughter relationship in Baduy, where the
daughter leaves her mother to pursue her love
interest in Jakarta, before returning later with
her own child. The film is so intriguing, you
don’t want to miss a second of it.
Ambu starts with a scene showing Nona (Lutesha) coming home
drunk like a typical socialite girl, although she doesn’t come
from the kind of family that can support the glamorous lifestyle.
Meanwhile, Fatma (Laudya Chintya Bella) has to provide for herself
and Nona with her catering business.
Their dysfunctional family follows a typical ‘broken home’ pattern,
as the father (who has gone through multiple divorces) continues
to extort Fatma and physically abuses her. Nona’s response to the
situation is perfectly relatable, as she covers her ears and attempts
to escape from reality.
Eventually, the catering business folds, forcing Fatma and Nona to
return to their hometown in Baduy. However, Ambu (Widyawati),
Fatma’s mother, refuses to welcome them back unless the two of
them complete a 40-day customary process. That’s where the plot
of the film really starts.
Cinematographically, Ambu manages to highlight the beauty
of Baduy region. This is especially apparent in the scene that

juxtaposes Nona’s frustrated expressions with the exotic
atmosphere of Baduy and its local music, not to mention the
panoramic shots of Baduy village that showcase its traditional
architecture.
Ambu tells a story about a Baduy woman left by her daughter,
who went to Jakarta to pursue her lover before returning with a
child. The conflicts between Ambu and Fatma, Fatma and Nona,
and Nona and Ambu go beyond the conflict between mothers
and daughters, as each character represents the views of their
respective generation.
Ambu represents her generation, which strongly upholds its
local culture and finds it difficult to embrace modernity. Fatma
represents the ‘sandwich generation’, pressurized to follow the
customs of the generation above it and at the same time has to
keep up with modernization. Nona obviously represents the current
generation, which lacks the regard for local wisdom and orientates
toward individualistic Western culture.
When the three criticize each other’s shortcomings, the film intends
to criticize the shortcomings of the generations they represent.
Ambu makes a suitable family film for its ability to deliver a
message without being patronizing. Although generation gaps
separate the three characters, in the end the mother-daughter love
unifies them and enables them to go through all kinds of problems.
Fekum Ariesbowo
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TIPS & TRICK

AN EFFECTIVE REGIMEN TO

PREVENT & MANAGE
HYPERTENSION
Photo - Blood pressure
examination: One in three
Indonesians is estimated
to have hypertension

Don’t let hypertension haunt your life.
A small adjustment of lifestyle can help
control your blood pressure big time.
One out of three adults in Indonesia suffers from hypertension.
Despite being one the major causes of stroke, heart disease,
and kidney failure, most people are not aware of having the
condition. Considering the bleak future that haunts people
with hypertension, it’s about time we start to understand this
condition and the necessary lifestyle to avoid it.
Blood pressure can be likened to speedometer in a vehicle. The
faster the vehicle, the higher the risk of accident. Similarly, higher
blood pressure will make you more prone to disease. If you are
able to maintain your blood pressure within the normal range,
you will reduce your risk of stroke to 30% and risk of heart attack
to 23%, not to mention the risks of kidney failure and dementia.
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As a matter of fact,
controlling your blood pressure
does not require hard work or a special formula. A little change in
your lifestyle will help control your blood pressure significantly.
Aren’t you curious to know more? Check out some helpful tips to
manage your blood pressure in the list below.

1. WATCH YOUR WEIGHT
Excessive weight, and particularly the fat accumulation in your
body, will add more workload for your heart and increase the
risk of hypertension to 60%. Fat accumulation in your stomach
will induce inflammation, stiffness, and narrowing of the arteries.
Therefore, the first strategy in maintaining a normal blood
pressure is to reduce the workload of your heart, which you can
achieve by losing 5-10% of your weight or by maintaining your
current weight.

2. MIND YOUR SALT INTAKE
Without salt, our food tastes bland. Nevertheless, too much salt
will increase your blood pressure. Start scaling down your diningout habit, as restaurants tend to use more salt in their cooking. A
study conducted by Duke University shows that cutting down salt
intake by half can reduce the risk of hypertension up to 71%.
Moreover, the research conducted by National
Institute of Health in USA has proven that
reducing salt intake by 2,400 mg/day
(equivalent to 1 teaspoon) will reduce the
systolic blood pressure to 2-8
mmHg. Even reducing it by
only 1,500 mg/day (2/3
teaspoon) will have a
positive impact on
your blood pressure.

3. ADOPT
A HEALTHY
DIET
The Dietary Approach
to Stop Hypertension
(DASH) is the current rage
in America. The principle is
simple: eat vegetables and fruits
five servings a day, drink low-fat milk 2–3
glasses per day,
and limit your saturated fat, sugar, and red meat intake. The diet
does not allow you to consume processed food, which normally
contains a lot of salt and fat.
You can implement DASH in your daily life by adding various
vegetables and fruits to your diet. Vegetables and fruits are no
longer treated as side dishes, but rather as replacement for
a big portion of rice, if not all, on your plate. Various studies
have shown DASH’s positive results in reducing blood pressure.
Sounds interesting?

4. MOVE YOUR BODY
Gone are the days when you would use your tight schedule as
an excuse for not exercising. Simple things—such as choosing to
walk instead of riding a car to go to a nearby place, or using stairs
instead of the elevator in the office—count as exercise. Of course
it would be excellent if you could spare some time to jog every
now and then, or swim to relax your muscles.
Exercise is hugely beneficial to the
maintenance of blood circulation,
protection of cardiovascular
system, increase of oxygen
intake, weight and fat reduction,
stress elimination, sleep quality
improvement, and many others.

Doing exercise 3–5 times a week can reduce your blood pressure
by 5–6 mmHg. Fit exercise into your daily routine or simply sign
up for a gym membership with your friends and motivate each
other to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

5. STOP SMOKING
The adverse impact of smoking to your health is well known.
Smoking is bad, not only for the smoker, but
also to the people around them (passive
smokers). Smoking one cigarette will
reduce the elasticity of your blood
vessels, regardless of your age or body
weight. Smoking 15 cigarettes a day can
increase the risk of hypertension by 11%.
So, throw away those toxic cigarettes! Your
body (and your wallet) will thank you.

6. IMMERSE YOURSELF IN SPIRITUALITY
Aside from unhealthy eating habit and lack of exercise,
hypertension can be caused by a pressured mental condition.
Unmanaged stress can be the source of many diseases.
Maintaining a relationship with God is one way to calm
your soul. Praying and surrendering to a higher
power will calm your mind and train you to
overcome problems without experiencing stress.

7. REDUCE SODA AND
CAFFEINE INTAKE
Drinking one can of soft drink
daily can increase the risk of
high blood pressure by 5%.
Four cans of soft drink a day
will significantly increase
the risk to 19%. What about
coffee? This dark-colored drink
can temporarily increase your
blood pressure, but has no impact in
the long term. However, a small amount of dark chocolate, eaten
before sleep, can help reduce your blood pressure. Remember to
check your blood pressure regularly so you can keep track of your
health.
Fekum Ariesbowo W.

7 TIPS TO AVOID HYPERTENSION
1. Watch your weight
2. Mind your salt intake
3. Adopt a healthy diet
4. Move your body
5. Stop smoking
6. immerse yourself in spirituality
7. Reduce soda and caffeine intake
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CELEBRATING
VICTORY DAY WITH

SOCIAL
GATHERING
Ramadan passed by in the blink of an eye as we
concluded our fasting. The Holy Month has also taught
us to better control our desires, to mind our speech and
intention, and to be time-disciplined.
Praise be to God that Eid al-Fitr 1440 H has come upon us
all. It is the blessings of 1 Shawwāl that granted us all with
the warmth to reconnect, socialize, forgive one another,
and synergize for the good of WIKA’s big family.
Taking place at the backyard of WIKA Tower on
Wednesday (12/6) was WIKA family Halal Bihalal
gathering, a tradition of maintaining good relations.
The exchange of warm smiles, hugs, and handshakes
between employees in that beautiful morning was
such a lovely sight, it would have been a shame to miss.
To memorialize this moment of togetherness, we put
together a photo gallery depicting the occasion for you,
WIKA Magz readers. Enjoy!
Fekum Ariesbowo
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